
ROAD 
OVERFLOWS

Gisborne – Waipaoa River Flats

Causes of Road Overflows:
– Widespread flooding
– Undersize/blocked culvert
– Inadequate/blocked road 

drainage
– Low road embankment
– Waterway blockages

There may be little that road authorities can do to prevent this.  The 
main issue is traffic management, given road closures and overflows 
that affect traffic movement without preventing it.  While maintaining 
roads open to traffic is the normal goal, the safety of road users is 
paramount.  Activity during events should be focused on protecting 
people and assets, preventing unsafe use of roads, while allowing 
passage for emergency services where possible.
Providing knowledge on road conditions and temporary signage is 
particularly important, as is keeping Civil Defence authorities 
informed.



ROAD OVERFLOWS Seal breakup with saturated ground

When to re-open a road after flooding involves trade-offs — of the costs and inconvenience of traffic delays, road user 
safety given road damage, and the additional costs of repairs from the use of damaged roads.  The length and condition of 
detours is a major factor in this decision-making.
After extended periods of heavy rainfall and flooding, the drainage of road base materials can become ineffective, and 
saturated conditions arise.  Then traffic can cause substantial damage to the road seal and formation.  Heavy trucks are 
especially damaging.
The likelihood of base saturation should be taken into consideration when making decisions on re-opening roads.  It is too 
often overlooked.  



OVERFLOW SCOUR Ruamahanga River — Entry to Floodway

An example of a broad crested weir, in this case a control embankment for overflows from the main river channel into a 
defined floodway.  Extensive down side scour has occurred, due to repeat outflows over a short period (in all 7 times in a 
year), with back scour through the embankment in places.  These back scoured areas have been repaired with sandbags and 
pinned down matting — which in turn has been damaged.

Embankment Protection  by :
Grass, Geotextile Filled mats, Stone mattress, Soil cement, Asphalt layer, Interlock units, Rock layer



EMBANKMENT PROTECTION

End detailing and proper fixing down is very important for any embankment protection.  Any gaps or opening will quickly generate local 
turbulence, which may progressively open up the protection measure.
The type and strength of the crest tie off depends on the road formation (presence of seal or concrete water table drain etc) and the expected flow 
conditions.
The top end should be behind the area of critical flow at the crest of the embankment.



EMBANKMENT PROTECTION

Scour damage at the bottom end is the most common cause of failure of protection measures, and suitable protection 
measures are an essential part of any embankment protection.
The type of measure used will depend on flow conditions on the downstream side when overflows are likely to occur.



Footnotes:
1. Minimum superficial mass 135 kg/m2

2. Minimum nominal thickness 20 mm
3. Installed within 20 mm of soil surface, or in 

conjunction with a surface mesh
4. Note the time of overflows (at a given velocity) is 

important.

EMBANKMENT SLOPE PROTECTION
LIMITING VELOCITIES FOR EROSION RESISTANCE

These graphs should only be used for erosion 
resistance to unidirectional flow.  Values are based 
on available experience and information at the 
date of the report.

All reinforced grass values assume well 
established good grass cover.

Other criteria (e.g. vandalism, temporary 
protection installation and maintenance) must be 
considered in the reinforcement choice.

Taken from ‘Design of Grass Waterways’ CIRIA, Great Britain
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For H/l < 0.15  →

For H/l > 0.15  →

Determine H/l ⇒ Cf

Where overflows across roads 
are known to occur, or there 
is a relatively high likelihood 
of occurrence, and the 
overflow length is well-
defined, then an option is to 
protect the road seal and 
formation from the damage 
caused by the overflows.
This nomograph allows 
overflows across a road 
embankment to be calculated.  
It is based on the formula for 
broad-crested weir flow.  
Given the upstream flow 
depth and the width of the 
road embankment (or length l 
of the weir) the unit discharge 
(along the road) can be 
determined.  The effect of 
submergence on the 
downstream side can also be 
taken into account.



EMBANKMENT 
OVERFLOWS

PROTECTION 
LIMITS

Based on FHWA report of 
Paul E Clopper, 1988 

(incorporating CIRIA data)

This table provides a wider summary of useful data on protection measures.  For an given protection measure on a slope, its suitability can 
be checked, by calculating the flow velocity or shear stress given the resistance factor (Mannings n) for that measure.  Selection of a suitable 
measure is then an iterative process for a given flow and embankment slope.



ROAD EMBANKMENT
OVERFLOW PROTECTION EXAMPLE

The flow over a road and the slope of the road embankment is given.
The determination of the velocity down the slope and the shear stress is given, once a measure is selected, and the resistance factor 
decided upon.   The previous table gives the required information.



ROAD EMBANKMENT WORKED EXAMPLE

Slope protection 
Take gabion mattress, with n = 0.080

Weir coefficient from previous nomograph:


